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What is Attachment?

Attachment is not a Style

Bonding is like
breathing: it is essential
Attachment transcends
parenting styles
It is the nature and
quality of the bond that
creates difference
The quality of
attachment determines
the trajectory of future
relationships and
general well being

Attachment

Special enduring bond
that is emotional and
with a specific person

Involves soothing,
comfort & pleasure

Loss of specific person
evokes distress

Maternal-child
relationship

Bonding

Process of forming attachment
Use of “emotional glue”
Set of behaviors
Genetically determined ‘drive to survive’

Prime Directives

Our brain’s design makes it
possible for us to survive,
procreate and become
caregivers.  These three prime
directives have ensured the
continuation of our species

Bruce Perry, MD, PhD

The degree to which we are
excellent caregivers governs
the degree to which we reach
optimal development for our
offspring
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Attachment Styles

 Secure
 Insecure-Avoidant
 Insecure - Resistant/Ambivalent
 Insecure - Disorganized (1990)

Secure Attachment
Sensitive, responsive care
Attunement
Proximity when needed
Flexible distance
regulation, adaptable
interaction
Internalized sense of self
worth and trustworthiness
of others
Relies on secure base and
safe haven
Consistency from infancy
Lack of significant
traumatic events

Secure Attachment

 Secure Base
and

 Safe Haven

Avoidant Attachment

Dismissing
Attachment strategy is to
maintain distance and
decrease the likelihood of
increased emotion
Inability to tolerate
emotion, which leads to
rejection
Price is loss of sensitive care
when needed
Disavows belief in a secure
base/safe haven
Avoids closeness, disengaged
Bowlby: ‘defensive exclusion’
and ‘compulsive self reliance’

Ambivalent Attachment

Preoccupied
Monitoring, mind reading in
an attempt to forestall any
potential drifting away
Hyperactivation
Blurred boundaries,
intrusive, enmeshed
Knows the secure base is
there but is driven nuts by its
unpredictability
Sometimes role reversal -
becoming indispensable,
parentified
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Disorganized Attachment

Unresolved

Parent scripting the
child into past
narrative/drama

Inability to establish
consistent attachment
strategies

As children age,
strategies evolve into
either punitive or
caretaking

Dimensions of Attachment

Strongest Predictor

Parent’s state of
mind

Biographical input
is related to
developmental
output

Biology is history

Transmission of
invisible is potent

Mothers & Fathers

Attachment to each
parent has an
apparently different
impact on identity
Early relationship with
father is predictive of
self esteem
Early relationship with
mother is predictive of
humanity esteem/trust
& value of others

Effects of First Relationships

The first experiences
that create our mental
models influence the
nature, quality, pattern
and intensity of all
future relationships
They also influence
future generations
Studies of transmission
of ulcers and high
blood pressure as well
as nurturing traits

Resonance

Having our feelings
met with resonance
allows them
acceptance and
understanding
When they are unmet,
they persist but in a
way we don’t know
how to make sense of,
therefore have to
somehow avoid
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Attunement

Reading and
responding to cues
Synchronous and
interactive
Dyadic
Maintains
equilibrium
Can be
taught/learned

Genetic Programming & Emotional
Development

Attachment system is ‘hard wired’ into the brain

Patterns of attachment are governed by
development of basic circuitry, including
emotion, memory, behavior and interpersonal
relationships

Emotional and social functioning circuits come
‘on line’ in the first years of life

The key to healthy development is via patterns of
interaction between caregiver and child: the
relationship

‘Human connections create the neural connections from which
the mind emerges.’ Daniel Siegel, MD

The Brain as a House

Built from the foundation
up
Foundation is the most
important and hardest to
change
Structure is built before
substance is added
Electricity, insulation,
heating & cooling, cosmetic
features come last
Rooms must be connected
to be functional

Now Imagine Construction…
Brain adds connections at an
astounding rate
By 2 years old, there are 100
trillion connections in the
brain, twice that of the adult
Brain is much more active
than in adulthood, enabling
connections to grow,
develop, strengthen, weaken
or eventually prune
Lots of activity, influence,
flexibility and vulnerability
In ‘finished’ adult form, not
as flexible or dynamic but
more stable and effective

Sequential Development

Brain stem - basic
functions: heart rate, body
temperature, blood
pressure, fight/flight
Midbrain - affective states,
attachment, emotional
reactivity, arousal
Limbic & Cortical -
perception, planning,
thinking
Cognitive areas (e.g. for
reading, writing, creating &
reasoning) all depend upon
the healthy organization of
lower brain areas

Prefrontal Cortex

Bodily regulation

Attuned
communication

Emotional balance

Response flexibility

Empathy

Self-knowing awareness

Fear extinction

Intuition

Morality
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Human Brain at Birth
Adding 70% of its structure
after birth, humans are the
least neurologically
developed of all primates
Most reliant on
physiological regulation
For the longest period of
time
Evolutionary requirement:
we are unavoidably
interdependent as a species
Connection is key

Use-Dependent Development

Neural map is created
Development of anatomy and
functioning of the brain
Creation, weakening,
strengthening and pruning of
neural pathways and synaptic
connections: ‘use it or lose it’
First experiences are the
template
The more a pathway is
activated, the more the system
changes to reflect that pattern
‘States become traits’

Where would you walk?

Connections & Integration

The structure of the brain is hard wired to connect with other
brains
Via secure attachment brains allow the genes to do what they
are intended to: develop a rich and intricate, complex set of
interconnections among different aspects of the brain
Experiences that are social in nature shape genetically
programmed information
‘Neural integration’ is key: L-R (bilateral) and top-bottom
(vertical)

Neurons & Neighborhoods

Humans and neurons are
‘social entities’
They cannot exist in
isolation
They can only be
understood in the context of
their relationships with
others
Brains are built through
interactions, regulated by
other brains and
communicate across the
‘social synapse’

Keys to Development
Sensory experiences guide early activation of neurons
Nurturing experiences create flexibility, empathy and
intelligence
Neglectful, chaotic and/or violent experiences create
disconnection, poverty of relational skills, mental
illness
Babies are incredibly vulnerable to fear: their brains
have lots of fear circuitry but very immature systems
for helping them feel good

Brain Development

The nature, quantity, pattern and intensity
of the first bonding experiences govern the
expression of genetic potential
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Self Regulation

Babies are not born with the ability to self regulate
Babies are reliant on a caregiver to interactively regulate
internal states
Physiological-homeostatic regulation forms the core of
attachment
It is the basis of early learning and forms the
infrastructure of our identity, value and safety

‘There is no such thing as a baby; there is a baby and someone.’
Donald Winnicot, MD

Self Regulation

Efficient functioning of this dyadic system
is essential to learning self regulation,
both in interconnected contexts and
autonomous ones
This is the foundation
of social emotional
development

Hidden Regulators

Temperature

Blood glucose

Cortisol levels

Heart rate

Growth
hormones

The Effects of Stress

Definition: Anything that
interferes with homeostatis
and attunement; creates
dysregulation

With the brain, what
doesn’t kill you makes you
weaker

Positive touch activates
brain’s reward chemicals

Stress Response

Stress Cycle
Hyperarousal: Major stress hormones, hypermetabolic state,
short term coping, ‘fight or flight;’ infants can’t fight or flee so
they rely on a caregiver
Dissociation: Helpless/hopeless, endogenous opiates, cortisol,
become ‘unseen;’arousal hormones still present
There is nothing good about dissociation - it is fundamental
disconnection and loss - it is toxic

Stress/Cortisol Research

Chronic stress associated with elevated
cortisol levels
Brain impairment, immune
suppression, aggression, intellectual
deficits, early puberty, depression and
other mental illness
Securely attached babies have lower
levels
Surges OK
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Damaging Effects of Stress
Stress hormones damage brain
structures and inhibit protein
production
Create a ‘survival’ response: burn the
furniture to stay warm
Early and prolonged stress damages all
stages of development
Stress up-regulates sodium to the point
that brain cells burst and die
Chronic stress studies show a 10-20%
smaller hippocampus
Damaging the hippocampus upgrades
the control of the amygdala, thus
creating a brain that is even more
vulnerable to stress
Stress creates a depressed
immunological system and lack of L-R
brain coherence

Stress and Brain
Development

Early abuse and
chronic stress results
in decreased overall
brain size
It also damages the
corpus callosum, the
structure that connects
the right and left
hemispheres, thus
resulting in impaired
integration of brain
function

Social Synapse

Stress hormones get
transmitted across
the social synapse

Holocaust survivors,
children and
grandchildren

Mirror Neurons

Discovered 10 years ago, Dr. Marc Iacoboni
Learning takes place by what we perceive in
others
Link the perceptual columns of the brain,
transforming information into action/emotion
Detect intention
Show that our brains create an image of other
people’s minds
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Mirror Neurons & Attachment
The brain is profoundly
social
Linked with activation of
amygdala, insula and entire
endocrine system
Neurobiological model for compassion
Designed to kick start the attachment systems and
networks
Babies use them reflexively
Pairing of their own emotions with that of their
caregivers - requires attunement to avoid
unsolvable and harmful brain states
Theory re: autism and malfunctioning mirror
neuronal system

Intergenerational Patterns

Like genetics,
emotional patterns
and attachment
styles are passed
down through
generations

Internal Working Models

Repeated experiences
build an internal model
of how relationships
happen

An attachment script

A lens through which
all relationships are
filtered to some degree;
begins in infancy

Plasticity

Change in the brain is
possible because the
brain is ‘plastic’
Attention stimulates
neural firing which
creates synaptic change
Neurons that ‘fire
together wire together’
Change is easiest at the
later developing levels

Plasticity and Growth
New nurturing relationships
and the experience of
psychotherapy are two ways to
activate brain plasticity
Brain growth is stimulated via
face to face interaction, in part
due to mirror neuronal
network
Because the first years and
experiences establish the basic
circuits and patterns of
neuronal growth that
subsume the brain’s important
functions, they remain critical;
early negative effects cannot
always be repaired

Resilience

Myth: resilience is not
the effect of bouncing
back after trauma
People are inherently
adaptive, not resilient
Resilience is learned
Hallmarks include
ongoing plasticity,
maintenance of
relationships, affect
regulation, brain
integration and
flexibility
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Repair

Repair is the central concept in
understanding imperfection and
suboptimal interaction
Repair is the foundation of empathy
and mutual understanding
Repair is necessary when
communication has been
misunderstood or poorly responded to
Repair achieves reattunement

Lifetime of Attachment

Attachment as an organizing principle of
brain development and regulation persists
throughout our lifetime
As with babies, the importance of attachment remains
paramount
Adults with secure attachment histories successfully negotiate
adult relationships
Loss of an attachment figure continues to be powerful, e.g. news
of death
Adult mental health parallels are depression and grief

Parenting

Via physiology and
brain connection,
parenting evokes in
us everything we
haven’t been aware
of that is painful to
us

Addiction and Attachment

Effects of
substances on
parents’ emotional
availability,
attunement and
regulating abilities
are profound

Genetics and Environment

Predisposition to
addiction exists
genetically

Expression of the
predisposition rests
in the early
relational life

Risk vs. resilience

Old Model

Learned about prenatal impact of AOD
use on fetus via

1960’s and Thalidamide

1970’s and Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
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Medical Model

Addiction’s impact on children/family:
physical aspects
Neurological impairment
Smaller babies/ growth retardation
Withdrawal
More illness
Increased SIDS
Cognitive delays

Holistic Understanding

A developmental model with addiction
as one risk factor / aspect
Intersection with caregiving
environment and other risk factors

Abuse/neglect history
Poverty
Parental trauma
Parental psychopathology
Family violence

Substance Abuse, Trauma
and Mental Illness

Strong correlation between physical abuse
history and substance abuse/addiction
Strong correlation between sexual abuse
history and addiction
Strong correlation between depression
and addiction, as well as other dual
diagnoses
Survival in one context is poor functioning
in another

Regulation via Illness

Substance abuse can be understood as
an attempt to regulate negative
emotions, anxiety and depressive
feelings

Directly related to attachment
orientations and family’s ability to
tolerate negative emotional states,
closeness and separation

Early Trauma

Fear of faces

Decreased networks
for facial
recognition

Conclusions
therefore based on
internal states

Typically biased
with shame

Affect Regulation

Hallmark of mental health
Hallmark of attachment
Hyperactivation
Deactivation
When under-controlled,
externalizing behaviors
(i.e. conduct disorders)
When over-controlled, internalizing
behaviors (i.e. depression)
Strategies evidenced under stress
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Affect Regulation & Attachment

Co-constructed, from infancy, within
the attachment relationships, where
babies learn how to maintain proximity
to caregiver in stressful situation and
how to maintain emotional equilibrium

Addiction & Attachment Deficits
Affect regulation

Manage emotional states

Self esteem
Feel worthwhile

Relationship functioning
Form mutually satisfying intimate relationships

Self care
Take care of oneself independently

Failure of nurturing relationships results in lack of
these 4 essential capacities
Prosthetics must be found

Substances

Bond with the substance as a means of regulation,
calm and comfort

Affect Regulation & Early
Trauma

Chronic stress leaves person vulnerable

Inability to use emotions as cues for action
Recognize

Name

Tolerate

Learn from

Absence of internal emotional signals

Opiate receptor changes

Causes dysphoria, confusion and eventual
sensation seeking

Cycle of Panic

Unable to handle
strong feelings

Results in
fragmentation of
self

Desperate search for
soothing

To silence shame

Avoid pain

Affect Regulation & Functioning
Affect regulation and the
attachment relationship are
the major mechanisms by
which parents transmit
psychopathology, ineffective
parenting and marital
discord
Via parental internal
working models and their
regulation strategies
Strong empirical
confirmation of link between
attachment security and
emotional regulation across
the lifespan

Vulnerability via Early Experience

Early deprivation
associated with
biochemical changes
in brain and body

Adrenal
catecholamine

Dopamine

Serotonin

Opiate system
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Substance Abuse & Affect
Regulation

Substance abuse
associated with poor
affect regulation, both
hyperactive and
dismissing styles
Associated with insecure
attachment styles
While associated with
adverse life events,
correlation with affect
regulation is
independent of adverse
life events

Regulation & Substances

Early trauma results in
maladaptive self-
regulatory abilities
Attempts to alter
affective state via
extreme arousal such as
drug use
Affords self soothing,
anesthesia from pain,
restoration of affective
control and, therefore,
high likelihood of
repetition
‘A life of its own’

Opportunities for Change

Healthy
attachment as a
focus is essential in
avoiding later
problems

Early intervention
and prevention are
keys to problem
solving

Assessment

Self report is often inaccurate

Impaired attachment histories usually involve
self-blame and idea that childhood was
‘normal’ but they have a problem

Must re-examine their lives, focus on ‘what
happened’ instead of ‘what’s wrong’ with the
person

Treatment and Change

Goals
Corrective emotional
experience

Rebuild the brain

Re-parent and heal

Reorient toward
connection and ability
to use healthy
relationships for
comfort

Therapist/Counsellor Role
Secure Base

Therapeutic relationship mirrors all other attachment
relationships
Therapist serves as a secure base for client to explore
their internal working model and try out new ways of
relating

Time
Change takes lots of time, comes in increments and
after trust and testing

Empathy
Via understanding of attachment concepts - sensitive
and consistent responses
Knowledge that fears are unconscious but pull toward
repetition of patterns
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Healing

The degree to which
the past pain can be
felt, processed,
made sense of and
resolved

Requires a
relationship


